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SUMMARY
In this paper we present a problem we have encountered using a stabilized nite element method on
xed grids for ows with interfaces modelled with the level set approach. We propose a solution based
on enriching the pressure shape functions on the elements cut by the interface. The enrichment is used to
enable the pressure gradient to be discontinuous at the interface, thus improving the ability to simulate
the behaviour of uids with dierent density under a gravitational force. The additional shape function
used is local to each element and the corresponding degree of freedom can therefore be condensed prior
to assembly, making the implementation quite simple on any existing nite element code. Copyright ?
2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
KEY WORDS: incompressible two-phase ows; stabilized nite element methods; level set; discontinuous
gradient shape functions
1. INTRODUCTION
Flows with moving interfaces (free surface and two-uid interface problems) appear in nu-
merous engineering applications. CFD approaches for such problems can be categorized into
two main groups: xed mesh or interface capturing techniques and moving mesh or interface
tracking techniques.
In interface capturing techniques a xed computational domain is used and an interface
function is used to capture the position of the interface. The interface is captured within
the resolution of the xed mesh and the boundary conditions at the interface are somehow
approximated.
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In interface tracking techniques the mesh is updated in order to track the interface. The
simplest approach is to deform the mesh without changing its topology, but it is valid only
for very simple ows. As the ow becomes more complex and unsteady remeshing and
consequently the projection of the results from the old to the new mesh are needed. In 3D
calculations, these operations can introduce costs that can render moving mesh techniques
unfeasible.
For the same mesh size moving grid techniques lead to a more accurate representation of
the interface at a higher computational cost. In this paper we will use a xed grid method and
introduce modications to the basic formulation to enhance the representation of the interface.
The initial motivation for this work came from the impossibility to model a terribly simple
ow; in fact, not even a ow, but two dierent density uids at rest (the lighter one on top)
inside a closed cavity. The hydrostatic pressure gradient is discontinuous at the interface. This
cannot be correctly represented by the usual nite element shape functions when the front
crosses an element. Since the velocity and pressure are coupled, the error in the representation
of the pressure gives rise to spurious velocities that, depending of the properties used, can
completely distort the interface that should otherwise remain horizontal.
The idea of enriching the representation of an unknown at a material discontinuity is not
new and several approaches can be found in the literature [1, 2]. In Section 3 we will outline
some of the dierences between the previous methods and ours.
Fixed mesh methods generally share two basic steps. One where the motion in both phases
is found as the solution of the Navier–Stokes equations for a one phase ow with variable
properties. The other one, where an equation for an interface function that allows to determine
the position of the interface, and thus the properties to be assigned in the previous step, is
solved. The dierent methods dier mainly in the method used to determine the position of
the interface but also dierences can be found in the way to approximate the properties to be
used close to the interface.
Referring to the evolution of the uid interface, we update it using the so-called level
set method (see References [3–5] for an overview), also called pseudo-concentration tech-
nique [6] and very similar to the volume of uid (VOF) technique [7]. This formulation has
been widely used to track-free surfaces in mould lling (see, for example, References [8, 9],
among other references) and other metal forming processes.
The level set method leads to a transport partial dierential equation the solution of which
determines the position of the free surface as an isovalue of the unknown of this equation,
which we will call  . This equation is hyperbolic and therefore it is also necessary to use
a stabilized nite element method to solve it. The contribution we intent to introduce in this
paper does not depend on the approach used to capture the interface and should also be valid
using any of the other cited techniques.
The numerical formulation presented here to solve the incompressible Navier–Stokes equa-
tions uses a time discretization based on the standard trapezoidal rule and a stabilized nite
element method referred to as algebraic sub-grid scales (ASGS) [10]. It is designed to allow
both equal velocity–pressure interpolations (thus avoiding the need to satisfy the classical
inf–sup condition) and to deal with convection-dominated ows, that is, situations in which
the cell Reynolds number is greater than unity. P1–P1 elements will be used. In the elements
cut by the interface the P1 pressure shape functions are supplemented with an additional
shape function that is zero at all the element nodes, continuous within the element and has a
constant gradient on each side of the interface. This shape function is local to each element
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and the corresponding degree of freedom can therefore be condensed prior to assembly, mak-
ing the implementation quite simple on any existing nite element code. The details will be
discussed in Section 3.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the mathe-
matical model used to solve Navier–Stokes equations when no enrichment functions are used
and in Section 3 we briey describe the Level Set Method used. In Section 4 we present
the enrichment functions used and some implementation details. Finally, in Section 5 we
present three simple numerical examples where the improvements obtained with the proposed
formulation show up clearly.
2. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF THE TWO-FLUID
NAVIER–STOKES EQUATIONS
The velocity and pressure elds of two incompressible uids moving in the domain
=1 ∪2 during the time interval (t0; tf) can be described by the incompressible two-uid
Navier–Stokes equations [3]:

[
@u
@t
+ (u · ∇)u
]
− ∇ · [2U(u)] +∇p= f (1)
∇ · u=0 (2)
where  is the density, u the velocity eld,  the dynamic viscosity, p the pressure, U(·)
the symmetric gradient operator and f the vector external body forces, which includes the
gravity force g and buoyancy forces, if required. The density, velocity, dynamic viscosity
and pressure are dened as
u; p; ; =
{
u1 p1; 1; 1; x∈1
u2 p2; 2; 2; x∈2
where 1 indicates the part of  occupied by uid number 1 and 2 indicates the part of 
occupied by uid number 2. The extent of 1 and 2 is given by the level set function  .
Let  be the stress tensor and n the unit outward normal to the boundary @. Denoting by
an over-bar prescribed values, the boundary conditions to be considered are
u= u on du ; n · = 0 on nu ; u · n=0; n ·  · g1 = 0; n ·  · g2 = 0 on mu
for t ∈ (t0; tf). Vectors g1 and g2 (for the 3D case) span the space tangent to mu. Observe
that du is the part of the boundary with Dirichlet velocity conditions, nu the part with
Neumann conditions (prescribed stress) and mu the part with mixed conditions. These three
parts do not intersect and are a partition of the whole boundary @. Initial conditions have
to be appended to the problem.
ASGS [10] stabilization is used to deal with convection-dominated ows and to circumvent
the well known div-stability restriction for the velocity and pressure nite element spaces [11],
allowing in particular equal interpolation for both unknowns.
Let V∗h and Q
∗
h be the nite element spaces to interpolate vector and scalar functions, re-
spectively, constructed in the usual manner and using the same interpolation from a nite
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element partition =
⋃
e, e=1; : : : ; nel, where nel is the number of elements. From these
spaces one can construct the subspaces Vh; u and Qh for the velocity and the pressure, respec-
tively. The former incorporates the Dirichlet conditions for the velocity components and the
latter has one pressure xed to zero if the normal component of the velocity is prescribed
on the whole boundary. The space of velocity test functions, denoted by Vh, is constructed
as Vh; u but with functions vanishing on the Dirichlet boundary. Let also , with 0¡61,
be the parameter of the trapezoidal rule for time discretization and t the time step size, for
simplicity constant. The algorithmic solution to the problem will be computed at tn= nt,
n=1; 2; : : : : The ASGS monolithic discrete problem associated with the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions (1)–(2), discretizing in time using the generalized trapezoidal rule, and linearizing the
convective term using a Picard scheme, can be written as follows: Given a velocity unh at
time tn and a guess for the unknowns at an iteration i − 1 at time tn+1, nd un+; ih ∈Vh; u and
pn+; ih ∈Qh, by solving the discrete variational problem:∫


un+; ih − unh
t
· vh d +
∫

(un+; i−1h · ∇)un+; ih · vh d
+
∫

U(un+; ih ) : U(vh) d−
∫

∇ · vhpn+; ih d−
∫

vh · f d
+
nel∑
e=1
∫
e
n+; i−11
[


vh + (un+; i−1h · ∇)vh
]
·
[

t
(un+; ih − unh)
−un+; ih + (un+; i−1h · ∇)un+; ih +∇pn+; ih − f
]
d
+
nel∑
e=1
∫
e
n+; i−12 (∇ · vh)(∇ · un+; ih ) d=0 ∀ vh ∈Vh
∫

qh∇ · un+; ih +
nel∑
e=1
∫
e
n+; i1 ∇qh ·
[

t
(un+; ih − unh)
−un+; ih + (un+; i−1h · ∇)un+; ih +∇pn+; ih − f
]
d=0 ∀ qh ∈Qh
for i=1; 2; : : : until convergence, that is to say, until un+; i−1h ≈ un+; ih and pn+; ih ≈pn+; i−1h in
the norm dened by the user.
The parameters 1 and 2 are chosen in order to obtain a stable numerical scheme with
optimal convergence rates (see Reference [10] and references therein for details). They are
computed within each element domain e. We take them as:
1 =
(he)2
4+ 2he|ue| and 2 =+
1
2 h
e|ue|
where he and |ue| are a typical length and a velocity norm of element e, respectively.
Once the algorithm has produced a converged solution, the velocity eld at tn+1 can be
updated from the velocity at tn+ by using the relation un+1 = [un+ − (1− )un]=.
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Two options have been used to approximate the material properties in the elements cut by
the interface. In the rst one, which we will call variable, the material properties (; ) are
approximated at each integration point (k) according to
k =  k1 + (1−  k)2
where k stands for the value of  or  to be used at an integration point k,  k is the value
of  at the integration point and 1, 2 are the material properties of uids 1 and 2,
respectively. In this equation, it is implied that  varies between 0 and 1. Its construction is
described in the following section. In the second option, which we will call jump, k is taken
as either 1 or 2 depending on the values of  k .
The enrichment technique presented in Section 4 can be understood as a modication of
the pressure space Qh to Qˆh, with Qh ⊂ Qˆh. Apart from this, the resulting formulation follows
exactly the previous setting.
3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LEVEL SET METHOD
The basic idea of the level set method is to dene a scalar function, say  (x; t), over the
computational domain  that determines the extent of subdomains 1 and 2. For instance,
and as it has been mentioned above, we may assign the value 1 to the points belonging to 1
and the value of 0 to the points belonging to 2 . The position of the uid front will be dened
by the isovalue contour  (x; t)=  c, where  c ∈ [0; 1] is a critical value dened a priori. The
value  c = 0:5 is usually taken. This value is immaterial if  is a true step function, but is
needed in the nite element discretization and for the smoothing to be described later. The
conservation of  (assumed to be suciently smooth) in any control volume Vt ⊂ which
is moving with the divergence-free velocity eld u leads to
@ 
@t
+ (u · ∇) =0 in × (t0; tf) (3)
This equation is hyperbolic and therefore boundary conditions for  have to be specied at
the inow boundary, dened as:
inf := {x∈ @ | u · n¡0}
Function  is the solution of the hyperbolic equation (3) with the boundary conditions:
 =  on inf × (t0; tf)
 (x; 0) =  0(x) in 
The initial condition  0 is chosen in order to dene the initial position of the uid front to be
analysed. The boundary condition  determines whether uid enters or not through a certain
point of the inow boundary.
Due to the pure convective type of the equation for  , we use the SUPG technique for
the spatial discretization. Again, the temporal evolution is treated via the standard trapezoidal
rule.
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If  is taken as a step function, as indicated before, numerical problems may be encountered
when it is transported. It is known that small oscillations in the vicinity of sharp gradients still
remain using the SUPG formulation. These oscillations may propagate and yield to distorted
front shapes, specially near corners. Since the basic idea of the method does not depend on
the choice of the function  , it is preferable to use a smooth function instead of one with
abrupt changes [8]. This can be achieved by redening  for each node of the nite element
mesh according to the following expression:
 =  c + sgn( 0 −  c)f(d) (4)
where  0 stands for the calculated value of  , f(d) is a function proportional to the dis-
tance (d) from the node under consideration to the front, and sgn(·) is the signum of the
value enclosed in the parenthesis.
Since the objective of this paper is to analyse the improvements that can be obtained in
the solution of the two-uid Navier–Stokes equations and not to optimize the solution of the
Level Set equations, a very simple algorithm has been used to calculate the distance d. Using
linear elements, the free surface is approximated by triangular planes p (lines in 2D). Then
the perpendicular distance dip of each grid point i to each plane p can be computed. The
minimum distance from each nodal point to the planes is the required distance between the
point and the front (di= minp{dip}).
4. DISCONTINUOUS GRADIENT PRESSURE SHAPE FUNCTIONS
In xed grid nite element methods the whole domain  is subdivided into elements e.
Within each element the unknowns are interpolated as
h|e =
NNODE∑
I=1
NIe	
I
e
where NNODE is the number of element nodes.
In typical nite element methods, ∇NIe are continuous within each element and therefore
∇h|e is continuous. When the interface crosses an element the discontinuity in the material
properties leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the unknowns that the interpolation
used cannot capture. For example, as mentioned previously, for two dierent density uids
at rest the interpolation errors in the pressure give rise to spurious velocities that can render
the solution meaningless. Also, viscosity discontinuities can lead to discontinuous velocity
gradients.
Enrichment methods add degrees of freedom at elements cut by the interface in order to
reduce interpolation errors. In our particular case we add only one pressure degree of freedom
per cut element. Therefore the pressure in elements cut by the interface is interpolated as
ph|e =
NNODE∑
I=1
NIe P
I
e + N
ENR
e P
ENR
e (5)
The shape function N ENRe we introduce has a constant gradient on each side of the interface,
its value is zero at the element nodes and is C0 continuous in e. The added degree of
freedom is local to the element and can therefore be condensed after the element matrix has
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been computed and before assembly. The resulting pressure nite element space is made of
functions discontinuous across interelement boundaries, and thus it is a subspace of L2(),
but not of H 1(), as would be the case using P1–P1 elements. However, our method is still
conforming. If we had tried to use the previous enrichment functions for the velocity we
would have obtained a non-conforming method.
Minev and co workers [1] also use enrichment functions for two-uid ows. They use
discontinuous gradient velocity shape functions and discontinuous pressure shape functions
because they include surface tension. No discontinuous gradient pressure shape functions are
included. The velocity enrichment functions are not only local to each element, as in our
case, but also continuous across elements. This is possible because they are the product of a
bubble function times some other function. Tempted by the fact of being able to condense the
enriched degree of freedom while using H 1 functions, we initially tried to use the enrichment
they use for the velocity for the pressure, but obtained very unsatisfactory results in the
hydrostatic two-uid case. This led us to look for enrichment functions that could model
constant gradients on each side of the interface.
Also for two-uid problems, Chessa and Belytschko [2] use an enrichment method called
XFEM, initially developed by the second author for modelling cracks. As in the case of Minev
et al., they use discontinuous gradient velocity shape functions and not discontinuous gradient
pressure shape functions. The enrichment they use is continuous and cannot be condensed prior
to matrix assembly. It is computationally much more expensive because the mesh graph needs
to be updated as the interface moves from one element to another.
In Figure 1 we show a sketch of the enrichment function we use for an element cut by the
interface in the 2D case. The element has nodes named 1; 2 and 3 and the interface cuts the
element edges at points A and B. A way to build such function is as follows. Suppose that
node 1 belongs to 1 and nodes 2 and 3 belong to 2. Let e1 =1 ∩e and e2 =2 ∩e.
In e2 we want N
ENR to have constant gradient and to have a zero value at x2 and x3. We
can therefore dene
N ENR|e2 = k1N 1|e2
where k1 is a constant to be dened. By denition we want N ENR(xA)=1. As we are using
linear elements to interpolate the level set function we have that
N 1(xA)=

2 −  c

2 −
1
where 
i is the value of  at node i, and therefore
k1 =

2 −
1

2 −  c
Now we have k1 we can nd
N ENR(xB)|e2 = k1N 1(xB)|e2 = k1

3 −  c

3 −
1
We can proceed to nd N ENR|e1 . We want it to have a constant gradient in e1 and to be zero
at x1. Then
N ENR|e1 = k2N 2|e1 + k3N 3|e1
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1
2 3
B
A
Figure 1. 2D Enrichment function for a cut element.
Using once more that N ENR(xA)=1 and the fact that N 3(xA)=0 we get
k2 =
1
N 2(xA)
=

1 −
2

1 −  c
Since we want the enrichment function to be continuous in e we need
N ENR(xB)|e2 =N ENR(xB)|e1
then, as N 2(xB)=0,
k3 =N ENR(xB)|e2
1
N 3(xB)
= k1

3 −  c

3 −
1

1 −  c

1 −
3
k3 =−k1 (

3 −  c)(
1 −  c)
(
3 −
1)2
We have obtained an enrichment function that is proportional to N 1 on e2 and a linear
combination of N 2 and N 3 on e1, where the values of k
1; k2; k3 only depend on the values of
the level set function at the element nodes. It is very easy to obtain the enrichment function
an its Cartesian derivates from the usual shape function. It seems worthwhile to remark that
N ENR|e does not belong to the space formed by N 1|e , N 2|e , N 3|e . The same ideas have
been used to obtain N ENR for 3D elements.
In order to capture the discontinuities and take advantage of the enrichment functions used,
the integration rules need to be modied in elements cut by the front. The method we use is to
divide each tetrahedral (triangular in 2D) element into up to six tetrahedral (three triangular in
2D) sub elements. For each sub element the same integration rule as for the non-cut elements
is used.
When using enrichment functions for the pressure, the material properties ;  are taken as
1; 1 or 2; 2 depending on which part of the domain (1 or 2) the integration point is
found.
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Since the pressure space is enriched, a remark is needed concerning pressure stability. If
we had used a velocity–pressure interpolation satisfying the inf–sup condition, the enrichment
of the pressure could have led to an unstable velocity–pressure pair. However, we are using
a stabilized nite element formulation. Even though we have no stability analysis for the
enriched pressure space, we have not encountered any type of stability misbehaviour.
A nal remark is required concerning the extension of the proposed enrichment to higher
order elements. Since the intention is to add a pressure eld able to deal with discontinu-
ous pressure gradients, but constant in each uid phase, exactly the same methodology as
described for P1 elements can be applied to higher order elements. The construction of the
enriched pressures can be based only in the linear part of the interpolation basis functions of
these higher order elements. This is particularly simple when they are implemented using a
hierarchical basis. The case of quadrilateral elements (or hexahedra in 3D) can be dealt with
by splitting the quadrilateral into triangles (or hexahedra).
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section we present three numerical examples where the improvements obtained with
the proposed formulation show up clearly. The rst two examples are related to the original
two-uid hydrostatic problem but modied so that they have non-zero velocities. The results
obtained with the enriched formulation are compared with those obtained with a typical nite
element formulation with no enrichment nor improved integration. Since we are trying to prove
that the benets come from the pressure enrichment and not from the improved integration,
an intermediate case where no enrichment is used and we only modify the integration is
also presented. Regarding the approximation of the material properties in elements cut by the
interface, we have mentioned two possibilities in Section 2, variable and jump properties.
When we use improved integration, with or without enriched pressures, the natural choice is
to use jump properties. When no improved integration nor pressure enrichment is used jump
or variable properties can be used.
The rst example, called the two-uid cavity, is a square domain lled with equal amounts
of two dierent density uids and a xed horizontal velocity (0.1m=s) on the bottom wall. The
walls are supposed frictionless. Jump properties are used to approximate the material properties
in elements cut by the interface. It is a very simple example but it can be representative of the
numerical problems that can appear in much more complex problems such as the two-phase
ow in a stirred reactor.
Three 2D unstructured triangular meshes were used (see Table I). The square domain has
a side length L=10m. The material properties used (SI units) are 1 = 1000, 1 = 10 for the
uid on the bottom, and 2 = 900, 2 = 9 for the one on top. The viscosity of the bottom
uid is 1000 times the viscosity of water so as to obtain a relatively low Reynolds number
Table I. Meshes used for the two uid cavity ow.
Mesh Npoin Nelem Elem length
Coarse 128 214 1.0
Medium 472 862 0.5
Very ne 11615 22828 0.1
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Figure 2. Shape of the interface for the dierent meshes and numerical conditions at t=100 s.
(Re=100) in order to avoid unnecessary complications. The simulations where run for 100 s
with a 0.5 s time step size. In all the examples presented in this paper the acceleration of
gravity is g=10.
In Figure 2 we show the shape of the interface for the three meshes in the three dier-
ent conditions mentioned previously: with no enrichment nor improved integration, using only
modied integration but no pressure enrichment and nally with both pressure enrichment and
improved integration. Using the nest mesh the three methods give nearly the same result.
Only in the case with no enrichment nor improved integration, slight oscillations can be ob-
served. Despite we have not got physical measurements, the solutions with this mesh can
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Figure 3. Flow pattern for the dierent meshes and numerical conditions at t=100 s.
be taken as a reference against which we can compare the results obtained with the other
two meshes. Using the medium mesh, only the simulation with both pressure enrichment and
improved integration attains results nearly as good as those obtained with the very ne mesh.
The other two cases show a distorted interface shape. Finally, using the coarse mesh, the
shape of the interface using pressure enrichment and improved integration shows slight errors
but is much better than the other two cases, where it can be clearly observed that mass is
not conserved.
The ow pattern is compared in Figure 3. Using the nest mesh there is not much dierence
between the three methods. Two recirculations can be found, one in the bottom uid and one
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Figure 4. Detailed ow pattern for the nest meshes and dierent numerical
conditions close to the interface.
in the top one. With the medium mesh, the results obtained with pressure enrichment remain
very similar to the ones obtained with the previous mesh. In the other two cases the ow
pattern is strongly modied by the errors that originate close to the interface. With the coarse
mesh the results deteriorate in all three cases as expected, but it can be observed that in the
case with pressure enrichment the solution is still better than that obtained with a medium
mesh in the other two cases. Even though the global ow pattern obtained with the very
ne mesh is nearly the same in all three cases, a zoom at the velocity vectors close to the
interface (see Figure 4) reveals that even in this case, the pressure enrichment produces a
better solution. The spurious oscillatory behaviour obtained close to the interface in the cases
without pressure enrichment has been observed not only in space but also in time. The eect
of reducing the time step size has been analysed, but no signicant improvements have been
obtained compared to those resulting from the pressure enrichment.
Finally, it has been observed that the convergence in the L2 velocity norm within each time
step is much better using the enriched formulation than without it, for all three meshes. Using
a 0.0001 relative convergence tolerance for the velocity, the two formulations without enrich-
ment converge in twice or more iterations than the enriched one. The enriched case takes 2
iterations to converge with the ne mesh, 3 with the medium mesh, and 4 with the coarse one.
The second example is a 20m high vertical channel with a square cross section (side length
L=5m). The channel is fed from the bottom with a heavier uid at a constant (both in space
and time) 1m=s velocity and the upper face is left free so that the lighter uid can escape. No
friction is assumed on the walls. The initial interface is at and at 2.5m from the entrance.
The solution for this problem is very simple. The velocity in the whole domain, included the
interface, should be equal to the inlet velocity and the interface should remain at.
A 3D unstructured tetrahedral mesh with 1106 nodes and 4921 elements is used. The
material properties used (SI units) are 1 = 1000, 1 = 100 for the uid on the bottom, and
2 = 10, 2 = 1 for the one on top. The time step size is 0.1 s. The Reynolds number based
on the length of the square section is Re=50. In the case with no improved integration nor
pressure enrichment both jump or variable properties have been tested.
In Figures 5–8 we show the shape of the interface and the velocity eld for four dierent
cases. In Figure 5 the results with pressure enrichment are shown. The interface remains at
as expected and its displacement corresponds to the amount of injected uid. When a modied
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Figure 5. Interface shape and vertical velocity band plot together with velocity
vectors using pressure enrichment.
Figure 6. Interface shape and vertical velocity band plot together with velocity vectors
using only improved integration.
integration but no pressure enrichment is used (see Figure 6) the results are very poor. The
velocity shows important oscillations close to the interface and there is an important mass
loss. The mass loss is so important that the free surface remains nearly at its initial height.
Without using pressure enrichment nor modied integration and approximating the material
properties with the option described as jump properties, the results (shown in Figure 7) are
as bad the those described for the previous case. Finally, when variable properties are used
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Figure 7. Interface shape and vertical velocity band plot together with velocity vectors using jump
properties and no enrichment nor modied integration.
Figure 8. Interface shape and vertical velocity band plot together with velocity vectors using variable
properties and no enrichment nor modied integration.
(see Figure 8), without pressure enrichment nor modied integration, the mass conservation
improves with respect to the previous two cases, but is worse than that obtained with the
formulation proposed in this paper. As in the other two cases without pressure enrichment,
the errors in the prediction of the vertical velocity close to the interface can be twice the inlet
velocity. The source of these errors is the impossibility of the shape functions to capture the
discontinuous pressure gradient that exists at the interface. When the pressure is enriched the
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Figure 9. Mesh and initial interface position for the sloshing problem. Top: general view. Bottom: detail.
velocity errors nearly disappear. The slight errors that remain can be attributed to the fact
that the numerical resolution of the level set is not exact and therefore the deviations in the
shape of the interface give rise to small variations in the velocity.
As a nal example, we consider a sloshing problem. It is a simple problem of free oscillation
of an incompressible liquid in a container. Following References [12–14] we consider a liquid
column of width b with an initial surface prole corresponding to the rst antisymmetric mode
of vibration. The height of the free interface is
(x; 0)=1:0 + a sin

b
x
where a is the amplitude of oscillation. Thus, the initial condition for the level set function is
 (x; y; 0)= (x; 0)− y +  c
where x=0 at the middle of the container and y=0 at the bottom. Using the same parameters
as in the cited papers, the amplitude is taken as a=0:01 and the cinematic viscosity as
	=0:01. The previous papers use a Lagrangian formulation and therefore only one uid
is solved and the computational domain is allowed to deform. Since we use an Eulerian
formulation the computational domain does not deform but a second uid is also simulated.
The density and dynamic viscosity of the second uid are 100 times smaller than those of the
bottom one so that it does not aect signicantly the ow of the heavier uid. The container
walls are assumed to be impermeable and allow for free slip. The domain we use has a width
b=1 and a height h=2 and is lled with equal amounts of each uid (see Figure 9). Jump
properties are used to approximate the material properties in elements cut by the interface.
The mesh has 1394 triangular elements and 747 nodes and is rened close to the interface.
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Figure 10. Interface position at t=11 s for the sloshing problem.
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Figure 11. Time histories of surface elevation amplitude for the sloshing problem.
In Figure 10 we show the position of the interface after 11 s, using: (1) enriched pres-
sures, (2) only improved integration and (3) no modication. Figure 11 shows the computed
time history of (b=2; t) for the three cases together with the results presented by Ramaswamy
et al. [13]. Both gures show that in the cases without pressure enrichment there is
a signicant mass loss. The enriched simulation agrees closely with the results reported by
Ramaswamy et al. [13].
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented an enrichment for the pressure nite element shape functions
that allows to improve the solution of two phase ows. The benets introduced by the method
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show up clearly as the gravitational forces increase. The Froude number
Fr=
U 2
gL
characterizes the ratio of the inertial to the gravitational forces in free-surface ows, where U
is a characteristic velocity, g is the value of the gravitational acceleration and L is a charac-
teristic length. A modied Froude number can be used for two uid ows
Frm=
U 2
gL
1
(1 − 2)
where 1 is the density of the heavier uid and 2 is the density of the lighter one. The errors
without using the enrichment increase as the Froude number tends to zero. As the gravitational
forces tend to dominate the ow, small errors in the pressure can give rise to big errors in
the velocities. Therefore the type of enrichment presented in this paper is specially useful for
low modied Froude number ows. The enrichment used is local to each element cut by the
interface and can therefore be condensed prior to assembly, making the implementation quite
simple on any nite element code.
It is interesting to note that, at least for the problems presented in this paper, the proposed
solution can reduce the errors by one or two orders of magnitude (see vertical tube results)
and thus make problems solvable with quite coarse meshes.
Despite we have not presented numerical results for the increase in CPU time for obtaining
the system to be solved per iteration introduced by the enrichment and improved integration;
we have observed that it is generally less or much less than 10%. Taking into account that
the method allows to reduce the number of iterations per time step and also to use coarser
meshes the mentioned CPU time increase is by far counter balanced.
We have not presented results for the pressure because it is dicult to do so with a typical
post-processing program in the enriched elements, but it is evident from the improvements
shown for the velocities and shape of the interface that the pressure, since it is the only
unknown we have modied, must have also improved.
The examples shown in this paper demonstrate that the proposed enrichment can introduce
signicant improvements. It allows to avoid spurious velocities and enhances mass conserva-
tion.
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